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ABSTRACT.   A treatment of induced transformations of measures and

measurable functions is presented.   Given a diagram <p: G -» H in the category

of locally compact groups and continuous proper surjective group homomor-
2 1

phisms, functors are produced which on objects are given by G -* L (G),Ll(G),

M(G), W(G),denoting, resp., the L -space,L -algebra, measure algebra, and von Neu-
1 2

mann algebra generated by left regular representation of L   on L  .   All functors but

but the second are shown to preserve projective limits; by example, the second

is shown not to do so.   The category of Hubert spaces and linear transformations

of norm < 1 is shown to have projective limits;   some propositions on such

limits are given.   Also given is a type and factor characterization of projective

limits in the category of W* -algebras and surjective normal *-algebra homomor-

phisms.

0.  Introduction.  In the theory of topological groups, two well-known re-

sults are the following:  Every compact group is the projective limit of closed sub-

groups of unitary groups U(n) (n < °°).  Every locally compact group contains an

open subgroup which is the projective limit of Lie groups. These results indicate

why projective limits are of interest-loosely speaking, one has made a reduction

to a simpler case.  In this paper we investigate whether certain mathematical ob-

jects studied by harmonic and functional analysts have projective limit decompo-

sitions which reflect decompositions presumed to exist on the group level.

In § 1 we present a treatment of induced transformations of measures and

measurable functions.  In particular, given tp: G —► H in the category of locally

compact groups and continuous, proper (defined within) surjective group homo-

morphisms, we produce three functors which to G assign, resp., the objects

L2(G), M(G), and Ll(G), and which to <ï> assign morphisms appropriate to these

objects. In §2 we show that projective (and injective) limits exist in the category

of Hubert spaces and norm-decreasing linear transformations, and present some

propositions on such limits.  In §3 a fourth functor is introduced, which to the
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group G assigns W(G) = the von Neumann algebra generated by left regular rep-

resentation of ¿'(G) on L2(G). Using techniques from category theory, the

functors G \—*■ L2(G), M(G), W(G) are shown to preserve projective limits; by

example(s), the functor G I—► Ll(G) is shown not to do so.  Finally, we give a

type and factor characterization of projective limits in the category of W*-alge-

bras and surjective normal *-algebra homomorphisms.

Throughout we designate the complex numbers by C and the real numbers

by R. When describing a function, surjective (resp., injective) is a synonym for

onto (resp., one-to-one).  Also, we use the terms involutive Banach algebra and

Banach *-algebra synonymously, and assume that such an algebra A satisfies:

IIx* II = \\x II, lljcy II < Ixl \\y II, x, y G A. A linear map T between Banach spaces

is an isometry if llrxll = llxll, all x. Finally, an assignment of the objects and

morphisms of a category is a functor if the assignment preserves identity mor-

phisms and composition of morphisms.

1. Induced transformations of measures and measurable functions. We seek

functors which assign to locally compact groups various function spaces, measure

algebras, and operator algebras associated with groups, and which assign to (a

suitably restricted class of) group homomorphisms those morphisms appropriate to

the codomain categories.  In this section we develop some machinery for induced

transformations of measures and measurable functions. It turns out that two

avenues of development are needed—one for the class of bounded Radon mea-

sures Af(G) = C0(G)* (and the subclass of L1 -functions), the second avenue for

functions of class Lp,p> 1 (which do not in general determine bounded linear

functionals of C0(G)).

It is our own personal opinion that measure-theoretic technicalities are deli-

cate and vexatious.  For instance, a measure defined on the a-algebra of Borel

sets can have distinct extensions to a larger a-algebra—one is immediately con-

fronted with deciding what it will mean to say that two measures are equal. We

have not found a treatment of induced transformations of measures and measur-

able functions which suited our several needs, and which did not slur over the

technicalities, so for the sake of completeness we present our own. We have tried

to be very precise at critical junctures, elsewhere we are breezier. The Banach

spaces Af(G) and Lp(G)(p > 1) are dual spaces to other Banach spaces; we have

tried as much as possible to keep our arguments in the framework of linear func-

tionals; this approach is inherently preferable, certainly tidier.

We use Hewitt and Ross [3] as a source; we adopt that work's notation

and definitions.  For a locally compact Hausdorff space X, CQ(X) denotes the

continuous C-valued functions on X vanishing at infinity, C00(X) denotes
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{fG C0(X): supp (/) is compact}. The plus sign +, used as a superscript denotes

positive elements.  'Borel set" means an element of the a-algebra generated by all

open sets.  %A designates the characteristic function of the subset A.   If X is a

group, / a function on X, a G X, then af, fa denote the left and right translates

of/. af(x) = f(ax), fa(x) = fixa). We also adopt the following cautious conven-

tion of [3]. To T G C0(X)* there is canonically associated a measure y as fol-

lows:  T decomposes uniquely r = Tl — T2 + i(T3 — T4) into positive func-

tional satisfying min (Fj, T2) = 0 = min (r3, T4). Let yk be the positive measure

constructed from Tk in the Riesz representation theorem, and set y = yx —

y2 + i(y3 — 74), whose domain in the a-algebra C\k=1dom(yk). Then T(f) =

Í fdy, fG C0(X). We reserve the notation M(X) for the set of measures y so

obtained from the elements of C0(X)*. Total variation, involution, and convolu-

tion are first defined in C0(X)* and thence in M(X): \y\ means the measure can-

onically associated with |rl, etc.

We summarize the Riesz representation theorem as follows.  Let a positive

linear functional / on C00(X) be given.  Define / on M+ = {lower semicontinuous

g > 0} by T(g) = supUCO: 0 <f<g, fG C00(X)}.  For an arbitrary function

« > 0, define 7(h) = inf (7(g): g>h,gGH+}.  For A C X, set i(A) = T($A).

Then j is a countably additive positive measure on the a-algebra {S C X: i(A) =

i(A D S) + i(A n (X\S)), alUCI}. And 1(f) = / fdi, f G C00(X) (cf. § 11

of [3]).

Our setting will be:  X and Y are locally compact Hausdorff topological

spaces and ip: X —► Y is a continuous and proper function.  Here by proper we

mean that <p~1 (C) is compact in X if C is compact in Y. (Given our setting, it

is shown in § 10, Chapitre I of [1] that this definition of proper is equivalent to

stipulating that point inverses be compact and tp be a closed map.  Also it is shown

there that tp: X¡Ker(<p)—+ lm(y) is a homeomorphism, where A7Ker(t¿>) denotes

the canonical quotient of A!" by the kernel relation Ker(t¿>) = { (x, y) G X x X:

<p(x) = tp(y)}.)

Given a positive linear functional / on C00(X), there is induced a positive

linear function M on C00(Y) given by $I(f) = I(f°<p),fG C00(Y). Note <p

being proper implies / ° ip G CQ0(X).  Let í be the positive Radon measure on X

arising from /; let / be that on Y arising from $/.  We compute j(A) for certain

ACY.

1.1.  Theorem, (a) If A C Yis /-measurable, then <p~l(A) is i-measurable.

(b) If A C Y is open, or is /-measurable of a-finite /-measure, then /(A) =

Proof. We prove (b) first.  (1) The case U C Y is open:  let V = {/e
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COoO0+:/<£u}- Then sup {f:f G V] - fo, and sup{/° ^:/Gp} =

£<¿> -'(i/)' wnere we refer t0 pointwise suprema.  Then

j(U) = m») = m^u)
= sup{<ï>/(/): /6 V) = sup{/(/° <p): fGV} = sup{7(/° «,): fG V};

by 11.13 of [3], the latter equals 7(sup{/° ̂ : fG V}) = T(^_Hu)) = Kt1(P))-

(2) The case C C Y is compact : choose open UD C such that j(U\C) is

finite.  Then j(U) ~j(C) = j(U\C) = i(y~1(U\C)) by part (1), and the latter

equals iQfi-^U)) - i(^l(C)) = j(U) - iQp-^Q). Hence j(C) = /(v"1«?)).

(3) A C Y a Borel set of finite /-measure:  clearly <p~1(A) is Borel.  Then

j(A) « inf{/(C/): U open, £/ 3,4} = inf {/(<p_1(L0): U open, <7 D ,4}

> inf{/(K): K open, KD^f1^)} = /fa"'04)),

Similarly,/^) - sup 0(C): Ccompact: CCy4}</(vr'(>1)). So/04) - iï>~'G4)).

(4) /(/!) = 0 implies i(ip~1(A)) = 0: for any e > 0, there is open UD A

such that e>j(U)= i(<p~'(U)) > i(<p~ '(A)), showing ip~ '(A) is /-null, and by

completeness of /', /-measurable.

(5) /-measurable A C Y of finite/-measure: we may write /I as the disjoint

union A = B U TV of a Borel (in fact, a-compact) set B and a /-null set A''.  Then

f~1(A) is the disjoint union of the Borel set <p~1(B) and the /-null set ip~1(N).

Thus v>-104) is /-measurable, and/(4) = /(<¿>_1 (/!))•

(6) /-measurable >1 C F of a-finite /-measure: write A as a countable dis-

joint union of sets as in (5).

This completes the proof of (b).

(a):  In this theory of integration, a set A is measurable o A C\ C is mea-

surable for all compact C. Given /-measurable A C Y and compact CCI, then

A n (¿>(C) is/-measurable of finite /-measure => t/J~'(4 n <p(C)) = <¿>_1(4) O

ip~li()(C) is /-measurable => C n (¿T ' (,4 O <¿>(C)) = C n 0-1(/l) is /-measurable,

and we are done.   Q.E.D.

Remarks. (1) If N C Y is locally /-null, then ip~1 (A/) is locally /-null: given

compact CCX, then C O tp_ ' (A7) = C n if1 (A/ n ^(C)), and N n <¿>fC) is /-null,

so that C C\fl(N) must be /-null.

(2) Even assuming ip is surjective, we have been unable to show that

i(f 1(A)) = °° when j(A) = °°. The possible existence of nonnull, locally null

sets in Y makes fruitless the attempt to use inner regularity of/, and one must re-

turn to the definition i(f l(A)) = -f (1^,-1 (^ ))•

(3) The problem in (2) disappears when i(X) < °° (that is, / G M(X)+), for

then Y open implies/(F) = i(X) < °°.
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(4) / and $/ are either both unbounded or both bounded with the same bound,

for \\<&I\\=j(Y) = i(X) =11/11.

1.2. Proposition. IffCLp(Y,j), 1 <p<°° thenf°<pGLp(X,i),

S(f° *)di = ffdj, and I/« tfp = \\f\\p.

Proof. We may assume / > 0 everywhere. For a G R, {x: f ° ip(x) > a } =

iP~1({y: f(y) > «})» so / ° <p is /-measurable if / is /-measurable. Consider the case

that/is simple,/= T,'k = lttk%A , where {Ak}"k-1 are pairwise disjoint and of fi-

nite/-measure. Then/0 i = Sattri(i4t)1 and f(f° <p)di = 2aki(<p-l(4k)) =

Hakj(Ak) = f fdj. The general case of measurable f> 0 now follows from the

Monotone Convergence Theorem.  Finally, 11/° <¿>H£ = / \f° <p\p di = f\f\p° <pdi =

J\f\pdj = I/Ç.   Q-E.D.
Let \<p < °° and let q satisfy p_1 + q~l = 1. Then ¿P(X i)* -

¿'(X, /)> we shall use the functional notation {g\f) = fx g(x)f(x)di(x), g GLP,

fGLq. This notation is inconsistent with the inner-product defined in the Hu-

bert space L2 (there (g |/> = fx g(x)flx) di(x)), but our results will not be af-

fected.

1.3. Theorem. Let 1 <p < °°.  Then there is a surjective linear map *:

Lp(X, i) -+ Lp(Y, j) defined by <*w |/> = {w\f°<p)for w G Lp(X, i), fG

Lq(Y, j). Moreover, 1*1-1; w > 0 o.e. implies *w > 0 o.e.; and ^(k ° <p) =

kforkGLp(Y,j).

Proof. * is the dual of the Banach space morphism / h—>/° <p of the pre-

ceding proposition.   Since that morphism is isometric, 11^ II = 1.   Now

<\f(fc ° <P)\fl = <k ° Vl/° <P> = /(* ° f)ifa ^M = / kfdj = <*|/>, showing
ty(k ° ip) = k, hence surjectivity of *.  In general, g G Lp is > 0 a.e. if and only

if (g\f) > 0 for all f> 0 a.e. in L".   Q.E.D.

Remark. Since ¿!is in general not the dual of L°°, the preceding cannot

apply to the case p = 1.

Let C0(X) be given the uniform norm. The map ¡p: X —> Y induces a

linear map C0(Y) —► C0(X) given by / |—>f° ip, in turn inducing a linear map

$: C0(X)* -> CQ(Y)* given by $r(/) = T(/° t/>). Clearly 11$ II < 1, and it fol-

lows from Remark 4 after Theorem 1.1 that, in fact, II $11 = 1, since $ is isomet-

ric on the positive measures in C0(X)*.

1.4. Let T G C0(X)*, let r = rx - T2 + /(r3 - r4) be its canonical de-

composition into positive functionals satisfying min(ri, T2) = 0 = min(r3, T4),

let y = 7j — y2 + i(y3 — y4) be the measures canonically constructed from T,

yn being constructed from r„, n = 1, 2, 3, 4, as in the Riesz representation

theorem. The map $ does not in general preserve the lattice structure of
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{re CQ(X)*:f is real-valued => T(/) 6 R} (see 1.6 below). Consequently, the

canonical decomposition of <ï>r into minimal positive parts is not in general given

by «ÊTi — <ï>r2 + /($r3 — 4>r4), although the two agree as functionals on C0(Y).

It follows that if 4>7 denotes the measure canonically constructed from <i>r, and

<ï>7„ denotes that constructed from <frFn (and calculated in Theorem 1.1), then

the measure <ï>7 is not in general equal to the measure $7j — <by2 + i(&y3 — $74),

as their domains may be different.

These two measures do agree on their common domain, however, and in par-

ticular, for Borel A C Y, we have ($7) (A) = y(fl(A)), by Theorem 1.1. Also,

if A: is a bounded Borel measurable function on Y, then k is in the L ' -class of

l<l>7l and of ®yn, n = 1, 2, 3, 4, and we can conclude

J kd$y =  \kd^y1 — J kd$y2 + i J kd$y3 — JrC#y4

(*) = J k ° <¡>djl - j k° <pdy2 + i fk° ipdy3 —ifk° ipdyA

= J k ° ifdy.

Caveat.  One must be wary of expressions / kd$y = / k ° ifdy for un-

bounded Borel functions k on Y.  For suppose <I>7j = 4>72 = i>73 = <i>74 ; it

follows that $7 is the zero Borel measure. We can find positive unbounded Borel

konY such that / kd$yn = » (n = 1, 2, 3, 4). Then the first term in (*) be-

comes / kdO = 0, whereas the second term does not make sense.

Having highlighted the hazards of computation, we shall begin to slur over

matters somewhat ourselves and write i>: M(X) —► M(Y).

The total variation |T| of an element T G C0(X)* is defined first for posi-

tive functions/G C0(X)+ by \T\(f) = sup{\r(g)\: g G C0(X), \g\ </} and

then extended to CQ(X) by linearity.  The first assertion of the following lemma

follows from this definition;  the equivalence cited is pointed out in 14.8 of [3].

Lemma. Let T G C0(X)* and let 7 be its associated measure. Then |4>r|(/) <

(<ï>ir|)(.0, all fG C0(Y)+.  Equivalent^, \$y\(C) < $\y\(C), all compact C C Y.

Definition.  Given / and / as before, and given 7 G M(X), then 7 is abso-

lutely continuous with respect to /, written 7 < i, provided i(F) = 0 implies

\y\(F) = 0 for compact F C X.

1.5.  Theorem. Let I, i, and j be as in 1.1.  The map *: M(X) —* M(Y)

sends L1(X, i) surjectively onto L1(Y, j).

Proof. We first show y <i implies $7 <j. Let F C Y be compact and

let/(F) = 0. Then i(fl(F)) = 0, so that 0 = lyKf^F)) = ®\y\(F); the
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preceding lemma gives |<ï>7 \(F) = 0, so $7 <j.  Under the identification of

LlQC, i) with {7 61(1): 7 < /}, $ sends Ll(X, i) into Ll(Y, j). Thus if/e

¿'(X, /), we may write $(/) for that element of LX(Y, j) satisfying / k$(f)dj =

f (k ° <p)fdi, all k G C0(Y). Now let g G L1 (Y, j), so that g°^>GLi(X, i); if k

G C0(Y), then / k$(g ° <p)dj = f (k ° <p)(g o tfdi = f (kg) °<pdi = S kgdj, show-

ing <b(g ° (¿>) = g and, hence, the surjectivity of <fr\L itXiy   Q-E.D.

1.6. Example. Let </?: Tl —► { *} be the constant function from the circle

to a singleton set.

(a) Let L, M G C0(TX)* be nonzero, positive, and satisfying min(Z,, M) = 0.

Since $ is isometric on positive functional, <E>Z, and <ï>M can be identified with

nonzero positive real numbers, hence min(i>Z,, <E>M) # 0.

(b) The statement 4> 171 = I $71 is not valid for arbitrary 7 G M(X). If it

were, $ would be isometric: Ili^ll = |<I>7l(]r) = $l7l(y) = I7KX) = II7II. In

our example $ cannot be isometric.

Proposition. $ and * agree on L1(X, i) n LP(X, i), 1 < p < °°.

Proof.   Let w G L1(X) n ¿P(X) and, as before, let 4>(w) denote that ele-

ment of L1(Y, j) satisfying / k<b(w)dj = J(k° tp)wdi, all k G C0(Y). If k G

C0Q(Y), so that k G C0(Y) n Lq(Y, j), then / k$(w)dj = J(k° <p)wdi = (k ° <p

\w) = <k\^w), considering k °<pGLq(X, /).  Thus 1/ k$(w)dj\ < llfcll9ll*wll

and we conclude that $w G Lq(Y, /)* = LP(Y, j) and also that $w = *w.  Q.E.D.

We observe that Ll(X) n LP(X) is a Banach space under ll/lllip = ll/llj +

11/11 , so the restriction of <ï> (or >]>) to this space is a linear map of norm < 1

into the Banach space LÏ(Y) n LP(Y).

Now let G and 77 be locally compact (Hausdorff) groups and let <p: G —► H

be a continuous proper surjective group homomorphism.  Let AG, AH be left

Haar integrals on G and H, respectively. Then $AG is left translation invariant on

C00(H) and can be identified with AH: iff G C00(H) and b GH, by surjectivity

of <p, choose aGG such that ^(a) = b.  Then (&/) ° <p = JJ° <p), so ®AG(bf) ■

AG((bf) ° (/;) = AG(f° (p) = <MG(/). Moreover, if G is compact and XG is

normalized Haar measure on G, then Xff = 4>XG is normalized, for $XG(H) =

XG(«p-1(/0) = ^G(G)=l.

Let L, M G C0(G)*. Involution V and convolution L * M are defined as

follows:  for /G C0(G), set /"(*) = /(x-1) and define L~(f) = L(T). Define

M: C0(G) -+ CQ(G) by M(/)(x) = M(xf), define L*M = L°M. These defini-

tions of involution and convolution give rise to the usual ones for measures and

Z,1-functions.  It is straightforward to verify that the transformation i> preserves

involution and convolution.

We summarize our results in the following theorem; only the third part
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has not already been shown, and it is readily verified.

1.7. Theorem. Let </>: G —* H be a continuous proper surjective group

homomorphism between locally compact groups.

(1) There exists a *-algebra homomorphism $: Af(G) —♦ M(H) of norm 1

sending L1(G, XG) onto Ll(H, XH), defined by

fH fd*ii = fGf°<pd(i,     / G C0(H).

(2) For 1 < p < °°, there exists a surjective linear map *: LP(G, XG) —»

IP (II, XH) of norm 1 defined by

(Vw\f) = (w\f°<p),      wGLp(G),   fGL«(H),   p~l+q~1 = l.

Moreover, ty agrees with $ on their common domain.

(3) Restricting our attention to those group morphisms indicated, the as-

signments in (1) and (2) are funcional.

L2(G) is a left module over Af(G) under (p*f)(x) = f f(y~1x)dß(y);

this action satisfies II ¿i * f\\2 < Il/¿Il 11/ ll2 (and analogously for all 1 <p < °°).

In our setting of a proper surjective morphism <p: G —► H between locally com-

pact groups, we wish to show i>/i * */ = *(M * /). We will need to apply the

Fubini theorem.

Let /, g G L2(G) be > 0 and be Borel measurable, let (i G Af(G), and define

a: G x G —> C by a(x, y) =f(x~ 1y)g(y). Then a is a Borel measurable (approxi-

mate/and g by positive simple Borel measurable functions; a pointwise limit of

Borel functions is again Borel), and also a has a-finite support with respect to

\ß\ xXG (a is supported in G x (supp g)). Consequently, we can apply the

Fubini theorem to conclude

ÍgÍg ̂ yy&WWAoW =fGfG Ax-1y)g(y)dXG(y)dß(x)

provided, say /_ /_ f(x~ly)g(y)d\ii\(x)dXr(y) is finite (note that in the last in-
G    G "

tegral it is the total variation |ju| that appears). (Cf. 13.10, 14.25 of [3].)

1.8. Proposition. Let ßGM(G),fGL2(G); Then 4>ju * */ = V(ß * /).

Proof. We show <$m * */!*> = <*fju *f)\k), all k G L2(H). We may

assume / and k are positive and Borel measurable.  Then

ÍJH(^f)(h-1x)k(x)dm\(h)dXH(x) = jJ^Mh-^dWßKhMxWX^x)

= fH(\ */xl * */) (x) k(x) dXH(x) - < | $/; | * */1 k >

is finite, hence
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<*p * ¥/|*> = fHfH(^f)(h-1x)k(x)d^fx(h)dXH(x)

= SJH(*ft(h~lx)k(.xWH<x)d*Kh)

= fH(h-i(m\k)d$ii(h)= (H<W„k)d^ß(h).

Since the function H —► Z.2(/i) given by Ä h-»• hk is bounded and continuous, the

integrand appearing in the last integral is a continuous bounded C-valued function

on H, and we conclude as in 1.4 that the last integral equals

Jo <*/•«* >*<*> ■ fG {fl W*> ° P***) = Jo V«* ° ̂ )>cf/iC?)

= fG(g-if\k ° *W(g) = fG¡c f(g-ly){k ° <p)(y)dXG(y)dß(g).

We justify application of the Fubini theorem as before; ,the last integral equals

ÍgSg f(S~1y)d^)(k » <p)(y)dXG(y) = fG(p * f)(y)(k o <p)(y)dXG(y)

= <p * f\k ° y>> = <*(p * f)\k). Q.E.D.

Remarks. (1) Defining the modular function by //a_i = A(a)f ffoi fG

C00, the identity AH°ip = AGis obtained.

(2) 4> and * "preserve" translation in the sense that, for example, ^(wa) =

(Vw)^, for w G Lp(G), a G G.

(3) If G is compact, then the group operation map a: G x G —► G, <x(x, y)

= xy, is a proper continuous surjection. If p, p G Af(G), then the product mea-

sure p x p belongs to M(G x G). The measure on G induced from p x p via a

is the convolution p * p. In particular, Haar measure XGXG = XG x XG on

G x G induces Haar measure XG on G via a.

2. Projective limits and Hubert spaces.  In this section we obtain a slightly

surprising result on the existence of projective limits of Hubert spaces, and pre-

sent some propositions about such projective limits. We shall assume that the

reader is familiar with the categorical concepts of product, equalizer, limit, etc.

(see [4]).

Definition. A linear contraction is a linear transformation of norm < 1

between Banach spaces.

In the class of all Banach spaces, Hubert spaces are those whose geometry

duplicates that of ordinary Euclidean space, and in that internal sense they are

the most tractable of Banach spaces.  The external (that is, categorical) behavior

of Hubert spaces is a disappointment:
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2.1. Proposition. In the category H = (Hubert spaces, linear contractions),

no Hubert spaces serve as the product or coproduct of two copies of C.

Proof. Let Hl—H2=C with its usual Hilbert space structure, (x \y > =

xy, x, y G C.  Suppose H serves as their categorical product, with projections

ff. H —+ Hj, j = 1,2.  Then f¡ is a linear functional of norm < 1, hence f¡(x) =

{x\e¡),xGH, where II e¡ Il < 1, e¡ G H.   Let A = C, define a f. A-* H¡ by

le   / = 1,
cv • = \
' 0,     / = 2.

Let k: A —► H be the unique fill-in determined by al, a2.  Then 1 = 0^(1) =

/i(¿(l)) = <fc(l)kj > implies k(\) = ex, and is a unit vector, since both have norm

< 1.  Similarly e2 is a unit vector.  0 = a2(l) = f2(k(l)) = ik(\)\e2) =(ejle2>

implies el 1 e2. Now let B = C, define fy: B —>H¡ to be lc for/ = 1, 2; let

r. B —> H be the fill-in determined by the ß's.  Then r a contraction implies

llr(l)ll < 1, whereas 1 = 0y.(l) = f¡(r(\)) = <t(1)|c/> for/ =1,2 implies llr(l)ll

> 21/2, a contradiction.  The claim for coproducts now follows by taking dual

objects and dual morphisms (of Banach spaces), for a Hilbert space may be iden-

tified with its topological dual, and the dual of a linear contraction is a linear

contraction.    Q.E.D.

An argument with a similar flavor shows that in the larger category (Hilbert

spaces, continuous linear transformations), no Hilbert space will serve as the pro-

duct or coproduct of countably many copies of C (although finite products and

coproducts do exist—namely, what is customarily called Hilbert space direct sum).

It is known that the category B = (Banach spaces, linear contractions) has

products, coproducts, equalizers, and coequalizers, so that B is complete and co-

complete, that is.any (set-indexed) diagram in B has a limit and a colimit in B.

2.2.  In particular, projective limits exist in B (and at this point we amplify):

assume that D is an upward directed set; that for 5 G D, As is a B-object; that

for a < ß in D, Aa <-^-Aß is a B-morphism; that for a < ß < y in D, TaßTßy

= Ta .  Such a diagram of objects and morphisms is called a projective system in

B.  Define the set A and the functions Xa: A —*Aa by

A = | (as) G xA6 : sup lla6 II = l\(as)\\ < °°, a < ß => Taßaß = aa } ,

^((«6» = ««.
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One verifies that A, equipped with coordinate operations and the norm indicated,

is a B-object, and that the Xa.s are B-morphisms satisfying Taß ° Xß = Xa. More-

over, if B is a B-object, if for 8 GD, B —► As is a B-morphism, and if {/5 }

satisfy Taß ° fa = fa when a < (3, then there exists a unique B-morphism k : B—>A

satisfying X6 o K = /6, all 5; the map k is given by k(¿>) = (fs(b)).

K

In categorical parlance, any object A with morphisms Xa satisfying the prop-

erties just enumerated is called the projective limit of the given projective system

(any two must be isomorphic), although we shall use the concrete version shown

and write A = pro-lim As. The definition of an injective system is obtained by

reversing all arrows in a projective system.  Its colimit is called an injective limit,

and it satisfies the universal property dual to the one given above; the injective

limit can be realized as a quotient of the coproduct of the As's.

We note that given a projective system in either of the subcategories B' =

(Banach algebras, contractive algebra homomorphisms) or B' ■< (Banach *-algebras,

contractive *-algebra homomorphisms), the set A defined above can be given the

structure of a B'-object, Xa becomes a B'-morphism, hence  {A —^> Aa }   is the

projective limit in B' of the system { Aa<-Aß } .

The fact that no products or coproducts of C exist in H = (Hilbert spaces,

linear contractions) augurs that we should not expect this category to have many

limits.  It is something of a surprise, then, to discover that

2.3. Theorem.   The category H = (Hilbert spaces, linear contractions) has

projective limits. In fact, BD H, and the limit, as calculated in B, of a projec-

tive system in fi already belongs to H-

Proof.   Let  {Ha <-Hß: a <ß in D},D directed, be a projective sys-

tem in H, and let H = pro-lim H6 = the B-computed projective limit.  Let 3c =

(xs) £ pro-lim Hs; since Taß is contractive, IkJI = llr^pll < \\xß\\ when a <

ß, whence 115: II = supD l!x6 II = lims t \\xs II.  A Banach space is a Hilbert space if

and only if its norm satisfies the parallelogram condition:

lia + oil2 + lia-ell2 =2(llall2 + llôll2).
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We conclude that H is a Hilbert space by considering limits II3c II = lim5 ¡ II x¿ II.

As every 8-morphism between f/-objects is already an H-morphism (that is, H is

full in 8), we are done.    Q.E.D.

If the norm in a Banach space satisfies the parallelogram condition, then an

inner-product is defined by the polarization formula 4(x\y) = S^=1 Pix + i"y II2;

it follows that the inner-product in pro-lim H6 is given by <(x6)| (y6)> =

\imsr<xs\y5).

By taking dual objects and dual morphisms (of Banach spaces), on identify-

ing a Hilbert space with its topological dual, and applying the theorem, we obtain

Corollary. The category H has infective limits.   The colimit (as calculated

in H) of an injective system in H serves as the colimit in the larger category (re-

flexive Banach spaces, linear contractions).

We now collect some results on projective limits in fi which are of indepen-

dent interest, but which will not be needed in §3.

Tctß
2.4.  Proposition: Let {Ha <-Hß: a,ßGD,D directed} be a projec-

ts
tive system in H with limit H-► Hs. If each Taß is an isometry, then each X6

is an isometry.

Proof. Let x~ = (x6 ) be an element of H.  Let a, ß be any two elements of

D and choose yGD such that y > a, ß. Then lxaII = IITayxyII = llxyll =

\\Tßyxy\\ = HjCßll.  Thus each coordinate of3c has the same norm and II3cII is this

common value.  Then Xs(3c) = xs is an isometric map.   Q.E.D.

Definition. A co-isometry is a morphism T: X —* Y of Hilbert spaces

whose Hilbert space adjoint T*: Y —> X is an isometry.  It follows that T: X—*■

F is a co-isometry * 7T* = ly.

If Y —► X —► y is in H and TS = 1Y, then S is isometric, T is co-isomet-

ric.  Reason:  if for some^ G Y, WSyW < \\y\\, then TSy =y implies \\T\\ > 1,

a contradiction to T being contractive.  Thus II Sy\\ = \\y\\, aüy; S is isometric.

And S*T* = 1$-= ly=*r* isometric ■*■ T co-isometric.  (In oral communication,

J. Deddens showed us that S and T must be Hilbert space adjoints of each other;

he argued by splitting apart the unitary and "pure isometry" parts of 5 and by

considering operator matrices.  In the next proposition we prove a special case of

this result, in the context of projective limits.) We need the following two facts,

both generally known to operator theorists:

(1) Let T: X —*■ Y be co-isometric, let Tx =y. If IIjcII = llj-H, then x =

T*y.

(2) If T is co-isometric, then {x G X: Hxll - 17*1} - ran T* = (null 7^:
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aß
2.5. Proposition.  Let {Ha <-Hß. a,ßGD,D directed} be a

projective system in H with limit H—► H6. If each Taß is a co-isometry, then each

Xô is a co-isometry.

Proof. FixßGD. Define kß = lH     For other S GD, choose y >ß,8 and

define kb:Hß-^H6 by ks = TSyT$y. Thenfcg is well defined: if also 77 >|3,5,

choose % > 7, T?. Then

^87^/37 ~ ^67 HyTßy - &y1y%TyiTßy ~ TayTyt,(TßyTy{)*

= ^7£  =TSnTnè(Tl ßVTrit)* * T6nTßT}>

showing ks does not depend on 7 > ß, 8. And p. < ô implies TßS k5 = T^ T5yTfiy =

fcM. Thus {Hß H8:8< IZ)}commutes with the system; by universality, there is

Kß- Hß —*-H such that X6 Kß = ks, all S ; in particular, Xßnß = \H , Xß is co-isomet-

ric, Kß is isometric.

We will also show that X^ and «»are adjoints. Let yGHß, denote X^(y) = (ws)

GH= pro-limH6 ; we identify the coordinates ws. Now wß = Xß((w6)) =

XßX*(y) = y. And  X| isometric implies   II7II = ll(w6)ll = sup II ws II; since this

is an increasing net of positive real numbers, we conclude \\y\\ = \\wß\\= llw^ll,

all 7 > j3. But Tßywy — wß, and the first fact cited above shows wy = Tß,ywß,

all 7 > ß. For any ô GD, choose 7 >ß, 8, then w6 = T6ywy = TbyTfywß = k5Wß

= k6(y). Then X$» = (ws) = (k5(y)) = Kß(y), that is X| = Kp.   Q.E.D.

Remark. We summarize the first part of the proof. Each Taß is a retract

in B, in the sense that it has a right inverse Saß, so TaßSaß — \H . And a < ß <

7 implies SßySaß — Say. Therefore, each X6 is a retract.

Waß
2.6. Proposition. Let {Ha <-Hß:  a,ßGD,D directed] be a projec-

vs
tive system in ff.   Let K be a Hilbert space and let {K —► H8: 8 G D} be a

family of co-isometries which commutes with the system.   Then the unique fill-in

k: K —► pro-lim H5 is surjective.
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Proof. Let (x5) G pro-lim ,//6. Definey5 = V$x6 GK; we show {j>6}is

Cauchy. If 5< 7,then Vyys = VyVfxs - Vy(WSyVy)*xô = VyV*W*byxb -

W|7x6. And 5 < 7 implies null F7 C null Vs and hence (null Vs)1 C (null F )!.

As v6 G ran Vf = (null V6)1 C (null F^)1 we conclude that yy—y6 G (null F^and

that Vy acts isometrically on this vector: fyy—y6 II = HF^— Vyy6 II = IIjc7 — W*7*6 II

and

< l*7II2 - < W6yXy \x5>-<jc6 \WSyXy) + \\xs II2

= l*7!a - <x6 \xs > - <jc6 |x6> + |X| II2

= \\xyf - \\x6\\2

which goes to zero as 7, ô t since II (x6 ) II = lim51II xs II. Thus {ys } is Cauchy in K;

let y be its limit.

Claim. V6y = xs, all 5 : Fix 5 G D and e > 0; choose 7 > 8 such that \\y —

^TKe. Then

Il Vôy -xs\\< II V5 y - Vsyy II + \\V6yy - x5 I

< \\y -yy\\+ II V6yy -x6\\= \\y -yy\\ < e

since V6yy ~x6 = WbyVyyy ~x6 = WRyxy -x6 = xs -xs =0. As e was ar-

bitrary, V5y =x6. (Q.E.D.)

Finally, n(y) = (V5(y)) = (x6), showing k surjective.  Q.E.D.

Note. The vector y in the proof satisfies \\y II = lim \\y& II = lim llx5 II = II (xs ) II
- UkOOH.

2.7. Corollary. Let K be a Hilbert space and let {Hs} be a directed set of

closed subspaces ofK, ordered by inclusion, such that under orthogonal projection,

W   a
{Ha<       Hß} is a projective system in H. IfK = V^, H& (in the lattice of closed

subspaces), then K = pro-lim H6 unitarily.

vs
Proof. Map K —*HS by orthogonal projection, which is a co-isometry

from KtoH6. The unique fill-in k: K —► pro-lim Hs is surjective. And 0 = n(y) =

(V6(y)) ~V6(y) = 0, all 8 =*y GH¡, all Ô ~y G CiHLs = (\ZH6f « KL = {0}, so

that k is injective. By the preceding note, k must be isometric, hence unitary. Q.E.D.

As before, by taking dual objects and dual morphisms, we obtain results on

injective limits in H dual to 2.4,2.5, and 2.6, by interchanging the terms isometry

and co-isometry. A bounded linear transformation T: X —*■ Y between Hilbert

spaces is called bounded below if there is a number M > 0 such that II Tx II > M \\x II,

all x G X (in which case T is one-to-one and has closed range). It is known that T
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is surjective o r* is bounded below («■ 71/nullT.i is invertible), which fact indicates

the correct reformulation of 2.6.

3. Preservation of projective limits. There is a theorem stating that every

compact group is the projective limit (under surjections) of closed subgroups of

unitary groups U(n) (n < °°), and another theorem stating that every locally com-

pact group contains an open subgroup which is the projective limit (under proper

surjections) of Lie groups. Consequently, one is interested in whether projective

limits are preserved under the application of the (co-variant) functors G I—► L2(G),

L1(G),M(G) of Theorem 1.7, and a fourth functor, the von Neumann algebra gen-

erated by left regular representation of Z,'(G) on¿2(G), which we discuss shortly.

waß
— G0:a<ßinD,DOur general setting will be: a projective system {Ga

directed } with limit {G —► Gs }, where the objects are locally compact Hausdorff

groups and the morphisms are continuous proper surjective group homomorphisms.

waß
(Given {Ga <-Gß] as described, it is known that the limit of this system, as

calculated in the category (topological groups, continuous group homomorphisms),

is given by a locally compact Hausdorff group, together with proper surjections.)

Our results on preservation of projective limits will be consequences of the

following proposition on injective limits in B.

Rßa
3.1. Proposition. Let{Na->Nß: a<ß in D,D directed] be an injec-

tive system in the category B = (Banach spaces, linear contractions) and let

Rs
{Ns —>N) be a family in B commuting with this system. If

(i) each R6 is isometric,

(ii) Uq Range (R5) is dense in N,

Rs                                                        Rßa
then {Nô —► N] is the injective limit of{Na-► A^} in B.

Ts
Proof. Suppose {Ns —► A] is a family in B commuting with the system.

We define a morphism S:N—*A. Given/GN, we may choose a net {R6(fs)}

from U0 Range (Rs) such that R5fs —>/.
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If a < ß, then H TJa - Tßfß II = Il TßRpJa - Tßfß II < \\Rßafa -fß II; since Rß is
isometric, the last term equals WRßRßafa ~RßfßW = ^Rafa ~Rßfß^- I* follows

that { T6f6 } is Cauchy in A, let a G A be its limit and define S(f) = a. The usual

considerations show that S is well defined, linear, and satisfies S ° Rs = Ts, all 5;

moreover, S is unique with respect to the last property, by density of

UD Range(R6). Finally,

11/11 = ïim\\Rsf8 II = limll/ôll > lim IIT6fs II = Hall

shows S is contractive.   Q.ED.

Let *: 8 —*■ 8op be the functor which, to a Banach space A, assigns the

dual space A* = {continuous linear p: A —> C\ and which to a morphism A -** B

in 8, assigns B* ^* A*, where T*(p)(a) = p(Ta), pGB*,aGA. (Here 8op is

the "opposite category" of B; it has the same objects as 8, and the same mor-

phism as well, except that the direction of arrows is reversed-this is merely a de-

vice to incorporate the fact that the functor * reverses the direction of morphisms.)

The functor * is left adjoint to itself (we refer to [4] as a reference on adjoint

pairs of functors). In our setting, our claim amounts to the following:  define

■qE: E —* E** by %(e)(p) = p(e) for e GE,p GE*; then given any 8-object F

and 8-morphism /: E —* F*, there is a unique B-morphism J: F —► E* such that

J*°VE= / (namely, J(f) (e) = j(e) (f), for / G F, e G E).

nE

E*
t

Given an adjoint pair of functors, the right adjoint is continuous (that is,

it preserves the limit of any (set-indexed) diagram in its domain category) and the

left adjoint is cocontinuous (preserves colimits). As * reverses arrows, it follows

R ßcx
that if {Na-► Nß-. a < ß in D, D directed} is an injective system in 8 with

injective limit {Ns —* A/}, then {N* —► N*} is the projective limit of the pro-
R *

jective system {A^* <        A|}.  Likewise, projective limits in 8 are transformed

into injective limits under application of * .
waß

We return to our setting of a projective system {Ga <-Gß: a < ß in D,

D directed} with limit {G —► Gs }, where the groups are locally compact and the

morphisms are continuous proper surjective group homomorphisms.

3.2. Lemma . // F = \JD{g ° v6: g G C00(G8), 8 G D}  ç C00(G), then

F is uniformly dense in C0(G).
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Proof. Given / G C00(Ga), f G C00(Gß), choose y>a,ß; then f°va =

f° way ° vy,f ° vß = /' ° wßy ° vy and we may add, multiply and conjugate in

C00(Gy); riKer vs = 0 =*• F separates; now apply the Stone-Weierstrass theorem.

Q.E.D.
By the functorality in Theorem 1.7, we obtain a projective system

* a                                                                                                   ^a
{L2(Ga) *-ZB- L2(Gß): a < ß in £>} in B (actually in H), a family {I2(G)-►

L2(G6)} commuting with this system, hence a fill-in U: L2(G) —* pro-lim L2(GS),

U(f) = (%(f))D.

3.3. Theorem. L2(G) and pro-lim L2(GS) are unitarily isomorphic under U.

Proof.  We first obtain an injective system {L2(Ga)-" L2(Gß)} and a

family {L2(G&) —► L2(G)} commuting with this system, where the R-type maps

are given by composition with the corresponding group morphism, as in Proposi-

tion 1.2. Each R-type map is isometric.  Lemma 3.2 implies that Ud Rangers)

is L2-dense in L2(G). By 3.1, {L2(G5) —^ L2(G)} is the injective limit of

{L2(Ga)-» L2(Gß)}.  Apply the functor * and identify a Hilbert space H

with its dual space H* in the usual way; then the image under * of an R-type

map is identified with its Hilbert space adjoint, that is, with the corresponding

*-type map (Theorem 1.3). So {L2(G) —> L2(G5)} is the projective limit of

{L2(Ga) *- L2(Gß)}. Equivalently, U is an isomorphism.  But an isomor-

phism in B must be isometric (see the paragraph preceding Proposition 2.5).

Q.E.D.
The case Af(G) = C0(G)* is analogous:  in the category B' = (Banach*-

algebras, contractive*-algebra homomorphisms) we obtain a projective system

{Af(Ga) <    aß   M(Gß)} and a family {Af(G) —^ M(G6)} commuting with this

system, hence a B'-morphism k: Af(G) —► pro-lim Af(Gs), kQi) = (^g(jJi))D. The

"s R5
map G —► Gs being surjective implies that the map C0(G5)—* C0(G), given

by composition with v&, is isometric. As above,

3.4. Theorem.   The map k : M(G) —■* pro-lim Af(G6) defined by K(ß) =

(^g(p))D is an isometric*-algebra isomorphism.

We remark that the measure p. is positive if and only if each <î>6 (ju) is positive.

We next present an example that answers in the negative the question: does

the functor G —*■ L1(G) preserve projective limits? The answer is not altogether

surprising since L^(G) is generally not the dual space of another Banach space.

On the other hand, it is not implausible to conjecture that: if every co-
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ordinate p6 of an element p = (ps)G pro-lim M(GS) satisfies p6 < XG > then

would not also jx<XGl That this need not be the case is illustrated in our ex-

ample; the example arises even in the desirable situation that all groups are com-

pact abelian. By definition, the support of a positive measure p is the comple-

ment of the largest p-null open set. We need

Lemma. Let G -£• H, M(G) -^ M(H) be as in Theorem 1.7, and let p G

M(G) be a positive measure. If A = supp($p) C H, then supp(p) C \p~l(A).

Proof. p(G) > pftr ' (A)) = *p(¿) = $p(//) = ¡±(<p-l(H)) = p(G) => p(G)

= p(tp- » (A)) => supp (p.) C vj- « (A).   Q.E.D.

3.5. Example. That G \—*Lx(G) need not preserve projective limits. Let

Tl be the circle group, let T", for n = 2, 3, . . . (resp., let T°) be the product

of n (resp., countably many) copies of T1. Map T" —* Tn~l by (xlt . . . , xn)

r—*(xl,...,xn_l). Then T°°, together with the maps (xk)k-1 —^> (x,, . . . ,

xn), is the projective limit of T"~l *— Tn. Consequently, Haar measure XT„ on

r°° is sent to Haar measure Xr„ on T", which is sent to that ofT"'1, etc. We

obtain a commuting diagram:

L\T"-X)

$ n-i>

lHt")

L\T~)

Let /be a closed subset of T1 such that XTl(I) = a~l where a > 1. Let F de-

note / x . . . x IC T". Set/„ = <*"£/? GLl(T"); fn is a unit vector, so

SUp ll/„ II = 1< oo.

Claim.  L ' (Tn) —> L l (Tn ~l) sends /„ to /„ _ l :  it suffices to show that

nEWn)<i\n-i =/^/„_1^Xrn_1 forBorel^cr"-1.

/r*-i ^(^/J^rn-i - /^(tf ° v)fndxT„ = Jr„ ^.i^jfy^dX^

= a" Jrn^(£'xri)n(/"-ix/)c^rn =a" Jj^Sißn/n-^x/^r"

= a"XTn((E ni"-1)xl) = cfXrn-^E n /"-^itf)

= an-lXT„-1(Enf'-1)=  f^^E^"-1^.,)^-!

=  J „„_i ^fn-l^T"-^-
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It follows that (/„)-= j S pro-lim Ll(Tn) C pro-lim M(T") = M(T°°); let ju be

that positive nonzero element of M(T °°) satisfying 4>n/z = /„, all n. Then

supp (*„ p) = supp (/„) = /" => supp (n) C <p-l(In) => Xr~(supp (p)) <

XTOa(ip~1 (I")) = XTtJ(I") = of", which goes to zero as « increases. Thus,

supp (¿í) is a null set with respect to X „ ; consequently, p. G L ' (7""), and

LX(T°°) is a proper subset of pro-lim Ll(Tn).   Q.E.D.

It can happen that pro-lim Ll(G8) is all of pro-lim Af(G6). A topological

group G is called zero-dimensional if it has a basis of neighborhoods of the iden-

tity consisting of open-closed sets.  If G is zero-dimensional and compact, then

G is the projective limit of finite discrete groups G6 (and vice versa).  Then G5

discrete implies L ' (G6 ) = Af(Gs ).

We now consider W*-algebras. We shall assume familiarity with such alge-

bras, referring the reader to [2] and [5] for details. A W*-algebra N is a C*-

algebra which is the dual space of some other Banach space A/„., called the pre-

dual of N, N = (A7*)*. Of necessity, N possesses a (multiplicative) unit element.

A *-algebra homomorphism between W*-algebras is necessarily contractive, and is

called normal if it is continuous with respect to the weak-star topologies on its

domain and codomain.   We reserve the term von Neumann algebra for an u.w.o.t.-

closed operator algebra acting on some specified Hilbert space, u.w.o.t. = ultra-

weak operator topology. Any von Neumann algebra is a W*-algebra. If N is a

von Neumann algebra, then its predual N* may be identified with the space of

u.w.o.t .-continuous linear functional on N (the functional carry the uniform

norm lipII = sup { \p(n)\: n is a unit vector in N}), and the ultra-weak operator

topology on N is the weak-star topology from A7*.

Given a locally compact group G, let B(L2(G)) denote the bounded linear

operators on the Hilbert space L2(G). As ll/*wll2 < ll/lljllwll2 for/GZ,'(G),

w G L2(G), each /G L '(G) determines an element n(f) of B(L2(G)). The map

/1—► Ti(f) is a contractive*-algebra homomorphism, called the left regular repre-

sentation of L1 on L2. The representation is faithful, so we identify L1 with its

image.

Notation.   W(G) denotes the von Neumann algebra in B(L2(G)) generated

by Ll(G) under left regular representation.

Since L1 contains an approximate identity {ea} such that IIea * w —w\\2

—* 0 as at, all w G L2(G), it follows that Z,' acts nondegenerately on L2(G),

that the strong operator topology closure of L ' contains the identity operator of

L2(G), and that W(G) = the closure of L1 under any of: the strong (resp., ultra-

strong, weak, ultra-weak) operator topologies in B(L2(G)) = the double corn-

mutant of Ll in B(L2(G)). (See [2] or [5].)
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Let <p: G —* H be a continuous proper surjective group homomorphism of locally

compact groups. The maps $: Ll(G ) —+Ll(H), *: L2(G) -* L2(H) of Theorem 1.7

satisfy ($/) * (Vw) = ^(/* w),fGLl,wGL2 (Proposition 1.8); we have

Lemma,   null ^ and (null ^)l are reducing subspaces of L2(G) for every operator

given by an element of Ll(G), hence for every operator in W(G).

3.6. Proposition. Considered as a map between subalgebras of B(L2(G)),

B(L2(H)), resp., 4> is ultra-weakly continuous.   With regard to the respective uniform

operator norms, II $11 < 1.

Proof.  A typical ultra-weak neighborhood of 0 in B(L2(H)) is of the form U =

{TGB(L2(H)): |2r=i<7a,.|&|.>|<l}where{fl/}7=1){ô,.}"=1 C L2(H) satisfy SH^H2,

SII b¡ II2 < °°. Since >P is co-isometric (see the definition and remarks following Proposi-

tion 2.4), we may take a,. = tyx,., b¡ = tyy¡, where x¡,y¡ G (null V)1, in which case

11(2,11= ll^-ll = \\x¡\\, Ilô,ll= \\y¡\\,hence {x¡}f-l,{y¡}J'=l are square-summable in

L2(G).  Then

Q-HU) - {/GZ.i(G):|£ <(*/) * («X|)l«yf>l < 1}

= {/GI1(G):l2 <*(/**/)l*>'f>l<l}

= {/GL,(G):lZ (/.*,|;(>I<1}

(since ^ acts isometrically on (null 4')i), and the last set is clearly U' C\Ll(G) for

an ultra-weak neighborhood i/ of 0 in B(L2(G)). Now let ll/llu denote the uniform norm

offGLl acting on L2. Any unit vector in L2(H) can be taken to be of the form ^w for

a unit vector w GL2(G). Then   II (*/) * (*w)ll2 = II ̂(/ * vv)ll2 < 11/ * wll2 <

ll/ll„ llwll2 ■* y*/0M < ll/ll„ => II $11 < 1.    Q.EJJ.

3.7. Proposition. $ has a unique extension to an ultra-weakly continuous al-

gebra homomorphism 4>: W(G) —► W(H) (that is, to a morphism of W*-algebras). More-

over, <ï> is surjective.   The assignment:  G -^ H goes to W(G) —► W(H), is functorial.

Proof. If TG W(G), then by the Kaplansky Density Theorem there is a net

{Ta}CLl such that \\Tju < Il7ll„, all a, and Ta —> Tultra-weakly.  Then {<ï>Ta}

is ultra-weakly Cauchy and norm bounded (by II T\\u) in B(L2(H)), hence converges

to some S G W(H).  Define <&T = S.  The first assertion of the proposition now fol-

lows (involution and multiplication are, respectively, ultra-weakly and separately ultra-

weakly continuous in B(L2(G))).  Since L1(H)C Range (*) Ç W(H) and since

Range ($) must be ultra-weakly closed (see the references), <E> is surjective.  Func-

toriality of G I—> Ll(G) yields the last assertion.    Q.E.D.
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We note that the intertwining relation 0>T)(Vw) = *(7\v), TG W(G),wGL2(G),

continues to hold.

We shall cease to distinguish between $ and its extension, and write <ï>: W(G) —►

W(H). There is the following standard

3.8. Fact.  If <I>: W —► V is a normal *-algebra homomorphism between W^-alge-

bras, then there is a central projection E G W such that E • W = {EA: A G W} is the

kernel of $, and 4> is isometric on the complementary ideal (I —E) • W.

This fact has the following consequences:

3.8 (1). Let Wl and Vl denote, respectively, the unit balls of W and V. If $ is

surjective, then ^(Wj) = Vx.

3.8 (2). A W*-algebra is called a factor if its center consists of scalar multiples of

the identity element. If W is a factor and $ ¡s surjective, than <i> is an isomorphism and

F is a factor.

3.8 (3). (See [5] for the definition of types.) Suppose <I> is surjective. If W is

type I finite (respectively, type 1^, IIj, 11^, III) then V is type I finite (respectively,

type I., II,, II., III).

Let W* be the category whose objects are W*-algebras and whose morphisms are

normal *-algebra homomorphisms (not necessarily unit preserving). This category is

known to have products and equalizers, hence is complete.   In particular, if

{K
vaß

Wß} is a projective system in W*, then this system has a projective limit in

W*. Moreover, {pro-lim W& —► W5} as defined in paragraph 2.2 serves as the limit-

on this point we must exert a little care. Clearly pro-lim Ws is a C*-algebra. Given a
O R

morphism  W —» V in W*, we obtain a morphism V* —► W, in B between the pré-

dirais (R(o) = a ° 4>, a G V*) whose image under the functor * is W —► V.  The injec-

R ßa
tive system {(Wa)*-► (W^)*} in B must have an injective limit. Apply * to conclude

that pro-lim Ws is a dual space. (We omit the demonstration that the limit maps X5

are normal.)

We return to our setting: {G

waß

vs
G6 } is the projective limit of the projective

system {Ga <- G^: a, ß GD}, all groups being locally compact, all morphisms being

continuous proper surjective group homomorphisms. We have commuting diagrams:

*

¿2(G«)-
aß

L2(Gß) HGa) W(GB)

L2(G) W(G)

aß
We wish to assert that {W(G) —> W(G6)} is the projective limit of {W(Ga)+—- W(Gß)}
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We can say a little more. Each element (Ts) G pro-lim W(GS) determines a bounded

linear operator on the Hilbert space pro-lim L2(G6) under (Ts)(xs) = (T6x6), for a <

ß * VaßVßXp) = (%ßTß)(%ßXß) = Taxa. Let U: L2(G) — pro-lim L2(GS) be the

unitary map of Theorem 3.3, U(w) = (Vôw), w G L2(G). Let

k: W(G) -> pro-lim W(G&)

be the fill-in, k(T) = ($6 T), T G W(G).

3.9. Theorem. {W(G)^*W(GS)} is the projective limit of {W(Ga)+^-W(G&)},

and the fill-in k is a spatial isomorphism under the unitary U.

Rßa
Proof.   As above, in B we have an injective system { W(Ga)* —t—► W(G»)+}

Rs
and a family {W(GÔ)# —► W(G)Sf} commuting with this system, where each Ä-type

map is given by composition with corresponding 4>-type map. Assertion 3.8 (1) im-

plies that each Rs is isometric.

C7a/m.   (J Range (R5) is norm dense in W(G)if.

Proof,  a < ß => null ^ Ç null tya. From Theorem 3.3 it follows that

(J(null ^g)1 is an Z,2-dense Unear subspace of L2(G). Let x G (null ^g)1. Let p be

the positive, weakly continuous linear functional in W(G)% given by p(T) = (Tx \x),

for re W(G); \\p\\ = llxll2. Let q G W(GS)* be defined by q(S) = <,S(V5x)\Vôx),

for S G W(GS).   Then (R6q)(T) = (q o $S)(T) = ((%T)(*6x)\*ôx) =

<.y5(Tx)\Vsx) = (Tx\x) (since *fi is isometric on (null ^6)l). Thus R6(q) = p. It

follows that the norm closure of U Range (R5) in W(G)# contains every weakly con-

tinuous linear function in W(G)#, hence this closure must equal W(G)*. (End of proof

of claim.)  As in the demonstration of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, we conclude that

{ W(G)-^ W(G&)} is the projective limit of { W(Ga) <-25- W(Gß)}.   Equivalently,

k is an isomorphism. That k is spatial via U is now clear.   Q.E.D.

3.10. Proposition. Let { Wa <        Wß} be a projective system in W* with

limit {pro-lim Wô —► Wô}.  If each <f>a(J is surjective, then each Xs is surjective.

Proof.  Let W —► V —► X be in W*, with 4> and T assumed surjective. We

use Fact 3.8.  Let E G W be the central projection for which (I - E) • W = Ker *.

Let <ï>~ denote the inverse of <í>|¿.. w, so that <ï><ï>~ is the identity function of V.

Let F G V be the central projection for which (I - F) • V = Ker T. Let E0 G W be

the central projection satisfying E0 <E and ®(E0) = F. Clearly then (I — EQ) • W

= Ker(r<ï>).  Thus (r$)~ = <ï>~T~.  By the remark after Proposition 2.5, each Xfi is

a retract, hence surjective.   Q.E.D.
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aß
3.11. Theorem. Let { Wa «-Wß} be a projective system in W* with limit

{pro-lim Ws —*■ Ws} . Suppose each $aj3 is surjective.

(a) pro-lim Ws is type I finite (resp., type I„, II,, II^, III) if and only if each W6 is

type I finite (resp., type I«, II,, II«,, III).

(b) pro-lim W6 is a factor if and only if each Ws is a factor.

Proof. The forward implications in (a) and (b) are immediate from 3.8(2), 3.8(3),

and 3.10.

(a) Suppose each Ws is type I finite (the other cases are analogous). By way of

contradiction, suppose pro-lim Ws has a summand of, say, type IM given by the (nonzero)

central projection E. Since D Ker X5 = {0}, we may choose a such that Xa(E) ¥> 0. Sur-

jectivity of Xa implies that Wa has a summand of type IM, contradiction.

(b) Each Ws a factor implies that each <Pa/3 is an isomorphism; then a straightfor-

ward categorical argument shows that each limit map X5 is an isomorphism.  Q.ED.

For a locally compact group G, it is known that W(G) decomposes into a summand

of type I and a summand of type II,. In our setting we have

3.12. Corollary  W(G) is type I (resp., typell^ifandonlyifeach W(G6)is

type I (resp., type II,).

Concluding remarks . (1) Corollary 3.12 recalls the results of Kaniuth [6d], [6c]

(see also Smith [6e] ) who completely characterized SIN-groups G (SIN = "small invariant

neighborhoods") for which W(G) is purely of type I or of type 11,. SIN-groups have pro-

jective limit characterizations (see [6b] ); it remains a future project of ours to investigate

to what extent Kaniuth's results may follow from projective limit considerations.

(2) The proof of our Proposition 3.10 gives a technique by which an injective sys-

tem in W* can be constructed from a given projective system in W*. Takeda [6f] and

Glimm [6a] have investigated injective limits of C*-algebras; both of those authors re-

quired their morphisms to be unit-preserving, which condition would not generally hold if

the cited technique is used.

(3) Excepting 3.1,3.10,3.11, and 3.12, the results in this paper appeared in the

author's doctoral dissertation. There the proofs of 3.3,3.4, and 3.9 were more analytical

and did not use the working Proposition 3.1. The author again wishes to thank Professor

Karl H. Hofmann of Tulane University, New Orleans, under whose direction the author's

dissertation was written.
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